
Thursday 4th June- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend them as you see fit.

Learning intensions:
I am learning to plan and 
made a menu. I am learning 
to read and spell compound 
words.

Success criteria:*earn coins 
for correct answers on 
Sumdog. * draw food and 

drink for movie night. * 
write labels and prices on 
menu.

Literacy: Sumdog Grammar (recommended 10 mins) - Log on to Sumdog, select Grammar and try to earn some coins
for answering the questions and playing the training games. We love checking Sumdog to see how you are all getting
on.
Movie Snack Menu- Talk to your family and choose some drinks and snacks you could help prepare on the movie night. Today 
you are going to make a menu with a pricelist so that your family can select which snack they would like to enjoy during the film. 
Your menu should include pictures of the food and drink chosen, the word and price of the food and drinks chosen. As a 
challenge, you could even use some words to describe your food e.g. 'fizzy cola or yummy sweet and salty popcorn'.
You could even make some special packaging using junk materials.
Spelling - Play the 'Can you guess the compound word' game - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Ct1pSDKFeU

See second slide for key words to read and write each day.

Maths: Number Jumps (Recommended 10mins)
Counting the Number of Jumps Forwards from a to b - Count the number of jumps from one number to another. How many 
jumps e.g. from 7 to 10 (seven, eight, nine - 3 jumps). Repeat for other numbers within the range 1-100. We have attached 
some number lines on the extra slide to help you.

Follow up: Teams task: Try to ccomplete the P2 maths quiz we have uploaded on Teams today.You can click to hear
the questions being read aloud, and you can ask an adult to help you fill in your answers. Don't worry about
getting questions wrong as this tell the P2 team which areas in maths we need to revisit in the weeks to 
come.

Across the curriculum: HWB – Building Resilience – Expect the Unexpected
Change is part of life - firstly think about things that change around us. Think about the changing seasons Spring, Summer, Autumn and 
Winter or the changes we see in nature, e.g. tadpoles changing into frogs. Changes can be both
positive and negative and people can react differently to change. Lots of things have changed for us since our school
closed. Can you think of something that has been a positive change? Mrs Bowes says walking each day and discovering
more about where she lives. Can you think of a 'treasure'/ a coping strategy that has helped you cope during this time? Miss McLeod says looking after 

her plants and baking are her 'treasure'. Miss Allan says painting and decorating her new home has been her 'treasure'.What are yours? Can you tell 
someone, write or draw your treasures which have helped you stay positive?

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to count the 
number of jumps from one 
number to another on a 
number line.

Success criteria: *use a 
number line. *count the 
number of jumps from one 
number to another.* 
complete the maths quiz.

Success criteria:*know that 
change is natural. *recognise 
change can be positive and 

negative. *identify treasures 
/coping strategies.

Learning intentions: I am
learning to recognise that 
change is a natural part of 
life.






